About Scientists, Books and
...
the Elephant in the Room!

The Author's Dilemma
• Scientist, technologist, medical expert
•
•
•
•

Extraordinary domain credentials
Journey in their field of scientific discovery
Mission to advance science
Goal to collaborate with the best in their field

• Done with the research, now what?
•
•
•
•
•

Will I be late with publishing?
Who is reading and referencing my research?
Will that impact my current job?
How to leverage this work for future discoveries?
What does that mean for my research career overall?

* Based on input from IntechOpen’s authors

Dilemma: When it comes to
publishing...
I can currently …

But, what I need is * …

• Not publish

• Open Access publishing for vast
spreading of discovery
• Advice on where and how to publish
• Credible peer-review
• Transparency on publishing process
• Advice and help with funding for
publishing
• Timely publishing
• Easy citations
• A publisher to partner with: experts that
understand my pain points as a
scientist

• NOT an option

• Publish conference proceedings
• good first start, but not necessarily
most valuable – in stages
• and, how long will it take?

• Publish in journals
• if revolutionary findings, but what if
my findings are incremental?
• and, how long will it take?

• Publish in books
• Great way to share comprehensive
research
• and, how long will it take?

* Based on input from IntechOpen’s authors

What Scientists Love about Open Access
Books
• Open Access enables immediate exposure to authors, and access to
research to scientist around the globe
• Readers find a comprehensive overview of one topic in one place, without
having to pay for access
• Long form opens opportunities to appropriately explain
•
•
•
•
•

Methodology(ies)
Variations in process or analysis -- from concept to the right approach
More opportunities to present charts, data, visuals
Explain the findings in a comprehensive way that can influence future research
Higher citation rate of OA content

• The printed book itself! (Print on Demand)
* Based on input from IntechOpen authors

The “Elephant” in The Room
• Quality, fast publishing of books and chapters based on our
software
• Quality assurance: peer-reviewed
• Opportunity to exchange ideas of research with complementary
authors
• Immediate international exposure
• Publishing in as little as 8-12 months

• Easy reporting
• Downloads and citations
• Post-publishing usage reports
• Variety of data sources
* Based on input from IntechOpen’s authors

The publishing progress – editor and author(s)

Book progress report

Book progress report

Book progress report

Book progress report

Book progress report

Book progress report

Welcome

1st Full chapter submitted

Looking forward to your submission

Almost there

Final production stage

You did it! Final overview

50% of authors have submitted their full
chapters

Aircraft Technology

30

Chapter title:

Adaptive Chaos Particle
Swarm Optimization

Cardiac Arrhythmias

Edited by:
Melih Cem al Kushan (View profile) Eskisehir
Osmangazi University, Turkey

DAYS UNTIL FULL CHAPTER
SUBMISSION DEADLINE
Submit your chapter by : 06.08.2017.

Aircraft Technology

50%

Cardiac Arrhythmias

If you have submitted your work:

Edited by: Umashankar Lakshmanados s

Your chapter has entered the final
productio n stage
Thank you D r . Ricardo Edvan and Prof. Leilson Rocha Bezerra for reviewing all
submitted chapters.

Editor: Ibrahim Akin
Medical Faculty Mannheim University Heidelberg Germany

Number of completed chapters:

By: Adel Taieb

LONDON - UNITED
KINGDOM

Need help?

Thank you!
M . D . Alessandro Zorzi and P rof. Joao Miranda are working on
reviewing all submitted chapters.

Download your Author Template Guidelines for chapter
preparation information.
CHECK OUT WHAT OTHER CONTRIBUTORS ARE WRITING ABOUT
Visit your Author Panel - About the Book section

6

Edited by: Umashankar Lakshmanados s
LONDON - UNITED KINGDOM

ISBN: 978-953-51-3294-3
Print ISBN: 978-953-51-3293-6 DOI:
10.5772/65543

What’s happening:

Authors who joined this project so far
Questions and support:
D r . Joan Cahill D r . Rosa
Arnaldo D r . Bruce Johnson
D r . Sien Chen
D r . Fang Chen
D r . Johnny Marques
Associate P rof. Michele Trancossi D r .
Trancossi
D r . Priyank Kumar
Dr.
Hamad Rashid D r . Rashid

D r . Anwar Ul Haque D r . Rachid
Amrousse P h . D . Willie Brown
D r . Ibibia Dabipi
P h . D . Student Noureldin Safwat M r .
Rodrigo González
D r . Gonzalez
P h . D . Stefano Bertini Associate P rof.
Vladimir Frolov P rof. Ikuo Yamamoto
D r . Douglas Summerfield

Authors who joined this project so far
D r . Joan Cahill D r . Rosa
Arnaldo D r . Bruce Johnson
D r . Sien Chen
D r . Fang Chen
D r . Johnny Marques
Associate P rof. Michele Trancossi D r .
Trancossi
D r . Priyank Kumar
Dr.
Hamad Rashid D r . Rashid

D r . Anwar Ul Haque D r . Rachid
Amrousse P h . D . Willie Brown
D r . Ibibia Dabipi
P h . D . Student Noureldin Safwat M r .
Rodrigo González
D r . Gonzalez
P h . D . Stefano Bertini Associate P rof.
Vladimir Frolov P rof. Ikuo Yamamoto
D r . Douglas Summerfield

Spain
Japan
United Kingdom
United States of America
India
Ireland
Russia

Some of the institutions represented in the book
Universidad Politécnica de Madrid, Spain Keio University, Japan
National Institute of Radiological Sciences, Japan Sheffield Hallam
University, United Kingdom Cranfield University, United Kingdom
Samara State Aerospace University, Russia Birla Institute of
Technology, Ranchi, India
School of Psychology, Trinity College Dublin, Ireland University of Maryland Eastern
S hore, United States of America

NEXT STEP:

Chapter 1
Radial Access in Primary PCI for Acute Myocardial Infarction
by Hussien Heshmat, Yassir El Haddad, Mahmoud Farouk and Mohamed Abdel Meguid

Review Results & Typeset Proof

Chapter 2
Current Concept of Revascularization in STEMI Patients with Multivessel Coronary Artery Disease: Evidence Base and
Our Own Randomized Trial Results
by Vladimir I. Ganyuk ov and Roman S. Tarasov

Some of the authors contributing to this book are from
the following institutions:
University of Rome “Tor Vergata”, Italy University of Ferrara,
Italy Universidad de Chile, Chile
National Institute of Radiological Sciences, Japan Medizinische Universität
W ien, Austria

Countries represented
-

Your Publishing Process Manager, Kristina
Kardum, is happy to help!
kardum@intechopen.com
+385 51 688 977

This book consists of 13 chapters from the following authors:

S P i, our partner, a global leader in content solutions, is working on typesetting
and copyediting. You will receive your chapter in pdf for a final review.

50%
You’re almost t here.
We hope the writing process is moving along smoothly.
your chapter, your work will be sent for review.

Our Design & DTP Department is preparing all files for web publication, assembling
composites of your book and working on the cover des ign.
Once you submit

In 2016, the most downloaded chapter received 30,191
downloads
TAKE A LOOK AT INTECHOPEN’S MOST CITED CHAPTERS
Citation counts gathered from Web of Science

Chapter 5
Percutaneous Balloon Mitral Valvuloplasty
by Hamidreza Sanati and Ata Firoozi

Make sure to:
We will be sending your book to be indexed by the Book Citation Index in Web of Science™ Core Collection
(BKCI).
Indexing means increasing credibility, visibility, connectivity & overall exposure of your InTechOpen published
content.

Today, over 3,300 chapters indexed.

Redeem your exclusive author benefit :
Pre-order your book and get one print copy for free. Available on your
Author P anel: http://www.int echopen.com/ account/ login

NEXT STEP:
It’s not too late to submit your full chapter!

NEXT STEP:

NEXT STEP:

Full chapter submission

DEADLINE:

Chapter 3
Chronic Total Occlusions
by Gregor Leibundgut and Mathias Kaspar
Chapter 4
Chronic Total Occlusion (CTO): Scientific Benefit and Principal Interventional Approach
by Michael Behnes and Kambis Mashayek hi

If you have yet to submit your work:

Your book will be published online at intechopen.com in the next few week s .

We are IntechOpen, the world’s largest publisher of Open Access books.
Our books are multidiciplinary collections covering the latest research in Science, Technology and Medicine, written by international scientists.

We are IntechOpen, the world’s largest publisher of Open Access books.
Our books are multidiciplinary collections covering the latest research in Science, Technology and Medicine, written by international scientists.
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We are IntechOpen, the world’s largest publisher of Open Access books.
Our books are multidiciplinary collections covering the latest research in Science, Technology and Medicine, written by international scientists.

Our authors are based internationally. the following countries are
represented by participating researchers
-

Spain
Japan
United Kingdom
United States of America
India
Ireland
Russia

We are IntechOpen, the world’s largest publisher of Open Access books.
Our books are multidiciplinary collections covering the latest research in Science, Technology and Medicine, written by international scientists.

Book launched:

CURRENT STEP:

0 4 .1 0 .2 0 1 6 .

Chapter proposal submission

Book published online:
28.06.20 1 7.

NEXT STEP :
Review Results

NEXT STEP:

We are IntechOpen, the world’s largest publisher of Open Access books.
Our books are multidiciplinary collections covering the latest research in Science, Technology and Medicine, written by international scientists.

Authors
Sign in to your Author Panel and:
- Download the full PDF of your book.
- Recommend your book to your university librarian & help further the reach of your content.
- Buy print copies of your book at special discounted author prices.

IntechOpen
After the publishing process is complete, we will continue to:
- Ensure your content is freely available online to be read, downloaded, shared, & c it ed.
- Track your chapter metrics and send you detailed performance reports.
- Send your chapter for indexing.
- For a full overview of all promotional activities and your authors benefits , be sure t o t ake a look at our author in the center
and dissemination and promotion pages to see everything we do for you!

We are IntechOpen, the world’s largest publisher of Open Access books.
Our books are multidiciplinary collections covering the latest research in Science, Technology and Medicine, written by international scientists.

Post-publishing dashboard
Author statistics dashboards & chapter/ book performance statistics

Chapter performance
metrics

Cumulative Downloads By Countries/Time Frame (Total: 53420)
Advanced Techniques in Liposuction and Fat Transfer
Download trends from the TOP 5 countries over the last six months.
Downloads

Chapter metrics for“Evaluation and Modification of the Block Mould Casting Process
Enabling the Flexible Production of Small Batches of Complex Castings”, published in the
book:

Cumulative Downloads By Time Frame (Total: 53420)
Advanced Techniques in Liposuction and Fat
Transfer
Download trends over the last six
months.
Downloads
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Edited by: Malur Srinivasan

Tracking your book metrics is an important aspect of the post
publishing process. You worked hard editing your book, and
IntechOpen metrics allow you to examine the reach of your
published content. Metrics demonstrate the engagement
surrounding your book, which is important in uncovering potential
opportunities for collaboration and examining the impact the
published research is having within the scientific community..

Cited by:

Your Performance Metrics report outlines the following:

View the complete list of citations here.

1. Cumulative downloads by countries/time frame
2. Cumulative downloads by countries
3. Cumulative downloads by time frame

ISBN 978-953-307-668-3
Publisher: IntechOpen Publication
date: September 2011
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Cumulative Downloads By Countries (Total: 53420)
Advanced Techniques in Liposuction and Fat
Transfer
Cumulative download shares by TOP 5
countries.

To view your overall metrics from the publication date up to today, sign in to your Author Panel using the following link:
http://www.intechopen.com/account/login

We are IntechOpen, the world’s largest publisher of Open Access books.
Our books are multidiciplinary collections covering the latest research in Science, Technology and Medicine, written by
international scientists.

To view your overall metrics from the publication date up to today, sign in to your Author Panel using the following link:
http://www.intechopen.com/account/login

We are IntechOpen, the world’s largest publisher of Open Access books.
Our books are multidiciplinary collections covering the latest research in Science, Technology and Medicine, written by
international scientists.

To view your overall metrics from the publication date up to today, sign in to your Author Panel using the following link:
http://www.intechopen.com/account/login

We are IntechOpen, the world’s largest publisher of Open Access books.
Our books are multidiciplinary collections covering the latest research in Science, Technology and Medicine, written by
international scientists.

Partnering with the Best
• iThenticate
• Crossref -- Initiative 4 Open Citations

• OAI-PMH
• Clarivate Analytics

• Digital Science, Dimensions Badges

IntechOpen: First Book Publisher with Dimension
Badges
IntechOpen Embeds Dimensions Badges from Digital Science
Scientific Open Access Publisher First to Provide Citation Badges for Books
Philadelphia, USA – April 26, 2018 - Today at the STM Conference, an annual gathering of the STM
publishing community, IntechOpen, the first native scientific publisher of Open Access books,
announced the first ever implementation of Dimensions badges by a book publisher. The badges are live
now and can be found on IntechOpen books pages.

www.dimensions.ai

Our Journey
• Then:
• founded in 2004
• 1000 books, 10M downloads by 2012

• Now:
• 3,350 books and over 1.7 M downloads in the last year*
• More than 7939 chapters listed in BKCI Book Citation Index in the WoS
• Authors range from Nobel laureates, to Top 1% Most Cited authors, to young
scientists working on cutting-edge discovery
• Members of STM, COPE, ALPSP
• Funders: WellCome, EC, NASA, NIH, Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation…

• London HQ
• Announced new CEO as of August

*Simba Information, March 2018: Scholarly & Professional E-Book Publishing 2018-2022

IntechOpen
Helping academics make a greater impact on scientific discovery
by giving readers free access to all published work
while leveraging technology

We are IntechOpen,
the first native scientific publisher of
Open Access books

Mirena Bagur, MBA
www.intechopen.com
bagur@intechopen.com
+617-835-5019

